There are multiple ways to quantify the response of a host to a pathogen, but the most commonly used is the visual assessment of lesions on a particular organ. A standard area diagram set (SAD) and specific training software can improve visual evaluations, allowing better results and reliable conclusions regarding the pathosystem to be attained.

For SAD development and validation, images of host organs (fruits, leaves, stems or trunks, and roots) are assessed with known disease severity, with and without the help of diagrams. In general, digital images are shown to the rater through imaging software, in which: there is no randomization of the images; no record of estimates; and no calculation of the accuracy, precision or other statistical parameters of quality assessment.

Several phytopathometric computer applications have been proposed: Distrain (TOMERLIN & HOWELL, 1988); Disease.Pro (NUTTER & WORAWITKIKIT, 1989); Barley.Pro, Alfalfa.Pro, Corn.Pro, Grape.Pro, Soybean.Pro and Severity.Pro, SiTAV, ST-Aval, QuantifPest/Didacte-PIC, Phomadidacte, WinCombro and Soy Disease Analyzer. The main restrictions of these software packages are that they need to remain connected to the internet, program needs to be installed, or they are not free to access. Further to this, it is not always that the application can be modified by the user. Thus, the development of a spreadsheet application that allows the training of people to assess disease severity and SAD validation through their own data sets, while overcoming these restrictions is of great benefit.

The Disease Plan Application was developed using Visual Basic for Applications in Microsoft Office Excel (MS-Excel). Although a commercial license for MS-Excel is needed, it is the main spreadsheet editor used by the academic and scientific community. Applications made through macros and userform...
do not require installation, only a copy of MS-Excel 2007 or higher with the macro option enabled. The application can automatically adjust to the MS-Excel language (English or Portuguese).

How to use DiseasePlan: First step, the user needs to create a pathosystem folder, which needs to contain a JPEG image set and a file with the associated severity values called ‘severity.txt’ (Figure 1). For disease severity approximations several possible software programs can be used, i.e., image processing by ImageJ, AFSoft or Hypercube, as was used by NICOLI et al. (2015), or replicas of lesions need to be drawn on transparent plastic and read by an area meter as used by CITADIN et al. (2008).

Second step, ‘DiseasePlan.xlsm’ is the executable file, it must be saved, together with the other files, in the pathosystem folder. When it is run, a startup screen is shown where the user selects the pathosystem. After selection, an assessment screen appears, this contains randomized non repeating images, and fields to insert data: user identification, actual and predicated severity, number of decimals for the estimates and statistics. There is also the option to hide or demonstrate actual severity and statistics that are useful for the SAD validation (Figure 2).

Third step, the data are saved inside the ‘Rater’ spreadsheet, the main statistics used in the phytosanitary assessments are: linear equation and p-value for the coefficient and intercept; absolute deviation (predicted minus actual severity); and concordance correlation (CCC), precision and accuracy coefficients according to LIN (1989, 2000). From these data the rater performance may be evaluated. Furthermore, the database generated allows other inferences, such as the calculation of the assessment rate (i.e., assessments per minute), progress over time, or serial dependence tests.

In conclusion, DiseasePlan is able to assist in the training of people to assess disease severity and SAD development. The current version includes four pathosystem folders: bacterial spot (Xanthomonas arboricola pv. pruni) on peach leaves and fruits (Prunus persica); peacock eye (Fusicladium oleagineum) on olive leaves (Olea europaea); and anthracnose (Colletotrichum gloeosporioides) on feijoa fruits (Acca sellowiana). Pathosystem folders
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Figure 1 - Application scheme: The pathosystem folders and the executable file ‘DiseasePlan.xlsm’ are placed inside the DiseasePlan folder. The pathosystem folder should contain JPEG images of plant organs with lesions and the ‘severity.txt’ file containing a brief disease description and severity. The user should select the pathosystem and click ‘start’ to pass to the assessment screen.
can be shared among research groups in order to standardize assessments among raters, locations or seasons. The VBA code is open access, editable and shareable, it can be downloaded from <https://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.28963.66088> or can be requested directly from the first or second author.
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